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“Recognizing the need is the primary 
condition for design.”

- Charles Eames

“Good design is obvious. Great design is 
transparent.”
- Joe Sparano

“Sometimes when you innovate, you make 
mistakes. It is best to admit them quickly, and 

get on with improving your other innovations.” 
- Steve Jobs

alvesnic
Sticky Note
Illumination serves multiple purposes within our daily lives. Aside from the main purpose of illuminating darkness for one to see, light can also represent a significant action. For example, stop lights or a open for business sign. These lights help one take an action based on color or power level/ amount of illumination. Light can also be used as a marketing tool to to draw in potential customers. For example, the large light displays in Vegas and New York or the Hot and ready sign at Krispy Kreme. All of which serve a purpose of drawing potential customers attention to the specific brand or product.



Reasons

Current wall lights in the 
market utilize annoying 

cords or require electrical 
experience.

alvesnic
Sticky Note
As Charles Eames said one must recognize the primary need for good design. My primary need was a wall piece that was both aesthetically pleasing and served the need of being a working light source. My search in the market quickly lead me to the realization that almost everything required a cord for an outlet or wiring experience resulting in damage to the walls. 



Brainstorming



Sketches
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Sticky Note
45 degree angle cuts of three 15 inch maple planks. 3.5 inch wide top and bottom pieces. Equipment- Table saw, jug saw, palm sander



Cost and Pricing

$198 $165

999

$40

$60
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Sticky Note
The benefit to my source of illumination is its ability to serve multiple purposes. The first simply being a decorative piece when turned off. Once illuminated the piece still acts as a decorative item, but now has an added feature of creating warm illumination. This warm but not overly bearing illumination turns a typically dark space into one that is welcoming. The product creates visibility to a dark environment with minimal to no direct light. This product may not directly address physical/emotional/social/cultural/environmental or economic issues, but it does have an impact on all topics in one way or another. For example:The physical limitation this product address is the physical limitation of not having a larger power source. Since this is battery operated it can be placed anywhere.Emotional and social issues can be addressed though the environment this product is placed such as a therapists office or hospital. Removing standard florescent light for something more calming can create significant emotional and social changes for an ever uncomfortable setting.Environmental and economic issues are addressed in the materials used to make this product. Reclaimed wood is a great material as it can be cost efficient and decreases the need to produce more lumber. These lights also utilize no harmful stains or finishes eliminating additional raw material costs. 
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Set of three wood lights. Battery 
powered LED w/remote 

$60.00



Set of three wood lights. Battery powered LED 
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